
From:
To: publichearing
Subject: September 21, 2021 Public Hearing Submission
Date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:13:55 PM

WARNING: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links, open attachments or reply,
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Mayor and Council,

I am writing to voice my concerns about the Community Plan Amendment for 11812 and 11816 Blakely Road.

The intersection of Blakely and Hammond is a high vehicle traffic location, as well as a high foot traffic location.
Much of the foot traffic is high school students heading to PMSS and elementary students heading to Davey Jones
Elementary.

We have already witnessed many close calls for motor vehicle accidents and vehicle-pedestrian incidents, as well as
seeing a student get hit by a vehicle at this location last year.

With the addition of more townhouses on Sutton, and Hammond we have seen a marked increase in traffic on
Hammond Road, which is only increasing these hazards.

One block east of the proposed rezoning (Bonson North and Hammond) is becoming increasingly dangerous for
both motorists and pedestrians with this increased traffic as well.

My concern is that densifying this property will increase traffic, creating an even more hazardous situation for
motorists, cyclists and the children just trying to get safely to school. I fear what will happen at that intersection if
we continue to increase density without adding additional traffic control measures.

I am also concerned about the parking situation for more people occupying this property, and where they will park
their vehicles.

At this time, I don’t feel that rezoning the property is the right answer.

Alison Evans
19440 118B Avenue
Pitt Meadows, BC
V3Y 1K1
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From:
To: publichearing
Subject: September 21,2021 Public Hearing Submission
Date: Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:58:59 PM

WARNING: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links, open attachments or reply,
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mayor Dingwall and respected Council Members

My name is Alisha Koubi, I live at 19435 Hammond Road, directly around the corner from the proposed rezoning
and I would like to share my concerns with you.

First and foremost, I am a business person so I understand how this would be an exceptional revenue opportunity, I
am not opposed to development at all and previously lived in an area that underwent many new builds both single
family and multi family, so I am not looking at this from a general opposition to building or changes in our
neighborhoods.

My one and only concern that I have with these zoning changes is the increase in traffic at what is already a very
high density corner, as you know there are two schools located near to this corner, one of which is an elementary
school, this presents an immediate safety concern with having 8 -12 more cars leaving 4 driveways in a fairly tight
corner is a recipe for disaster.

I reviewed the traffic studies and I must say that we can always make statistics work in our favor, what was left out
of this study it seems ( I wasn't able to find reference to this) is the foot traffic on that road, during school hours and
events, which is literally hundreds of children and parents walking to and from schools. With one accident already,
do we really want to add additional congestion and potential for danger at this corner? I feel that this is wholly
unnecessary, leave this as it, designate it part of a school plan and allow our children to get to and from school
safely, without additional impediments.

In closing, I would ask you all to put yourselves into the shoes of the families in this area and consider how much
additional traffic that will add to this busy intersection, would you want to impose this danger on your own children?
I hope you will take our concerns into consideration and make the right decision for our community.

Sincerely,
Alisha
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From: Kate Barchard
To: publichearing
Subject: Fwd: PUBLIC HEARING INPUT Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw Amendments Application for 11812 and

11816 Blakely Rd
Date: Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:16:25 PM

Kate Barchard
Manager, Administrative Services
City of Pitt Meadows
604.465.2462
kbarchard@pittmeadows.ca

Begin forwarded message:

From: Gaetan Royer <gaetan@citystate.ca>
Date: September 18, 2021 at 12:33:36 PM PDT
To: "COUNCIL (Inc Mayor & CAO)" <COUNCIL.Inc.Mayor&CAO@pittmeadows.ca>
Cc: Kate Barchard <kbarchard@pittmeadows.ca>, Carola Alder <carola@citystate.ca>
Subject: PUBLIC HEARING INPUT Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw
Amendments Application for 11812 and 11816 Blakely Rd



WARNING: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links, open
attachments or reply, unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mayor & Council,

Thank you for advancing this project to Public Hearing. This submission is for the Public Hearing
record.

DEMOLITION. First and foremost, we understand that the vacant duplex at the corner of Blakely and
Hammond has been an eye-sore in the community. As stated during our latest round of public
consultation, we confirm that the owners are taking all the necessary steps to demolish the building.
They received pre-approval from the City. They are now waiting for the services (BC Hydro, Fortis BC
and City Sanitary and Water Mains) to be disconnected prior to demolition. They hope that the City
will leave water available to mitigate dust during demolition.

Other steps they already completed include:

1) Hazmat Report
2) Vector Report (Rodent Inspection)
3) Work Safe BC Approval
4) Submission of site plan and survey
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5) Demolition permit application
6) Waste Management Plan

Public Consultation Summary:

On Thursday, September 16th and Friday, September 17th, CityState Consulting spoke with
neighbours at the doorstep along Blakely and Hammond, up to 140m from the subject site.

Some residents expressed concerns over traffic safety at the intersection of Blakely and Hammond.
CityState staff shared information about the decreased scope and modest density of the proposal,
and that similar density in a single-family or duplex form would decrease safety along Blakely by
increasing the number of access points and reducing on-street parking. Our single access point is the
furthest possible from the intersection. Our new proposal includes four double-car garages (no
tandem) and an additional four visitor parking stalls covered by a carport. This ensures that parking
will be contained on-site and cars will be able to exit the site without backing onto Blakely. The
increased parking ratio was also to address concerns from neighbouring residents. The result is
three-storey townhomes with side-by side parking in enclosed garages at grade.

Several long-term residents of the neighbourhood cited the lengthy and drawn-out process
associated with development on the site. Our 2018 application proposed 6 units. The 2020
application included — per the City’s draft OCP — five residential townhouse units, two of which had
live-work commercial space. Decreasing the scope of the project addressed the neighbours’
concerns, but it took time. In the end, this proposal still promotes affordability compared to
alternative development options with the same density, such as a duplex with secondary suites.
Many residents were appreciative of the significant reduction made in the current proposal. 

Below is the script used by the CityState team during last week’s door-to-door public
consultation:

MORE PARKING. In total, we are providing 2 covered, side-by-side (not tandem) garage spaces for
each of the 4 homes, and 4 visitor parking spaces, under a carport. The total is 12 parking spaces
shared by 4 families. This includes 1 visitor parking stall per unit, far exceeding Pitt Meadows’
minimum parking requirement. 

FAMILY-ORIENTED PROJECT. All units have 3 bedrooms and a den, ideal for young families. These 4
family units provide the same density that could be achieved with a new duplex (without rezoning).
A duplex with 2 secondary suites would also house 4 families. Many neighbours we spoke with
understand that we are living in an affordability crisis, and young folks (unless there's a large transfer
of wealth in their family) simply cannot enter the market today. New duplex units coming to market
are priced well over the $1M mark, which very few young families can afford. Townhomes are a
more affordable option for families.

LARGE LOT. This is the widest lot fronting on Blakely. At 11,253 square feet, this lot is about 30% -
35% larger than most single-family zoned properties on Blakely. It is roughly 3 X larger than many
small (3,800 square foot) lots along Hammond in the immediate vicinity.



SAFETY. The single driveway access that we propose is pushed as far away from the intersection as
possible. The proposed driveway location ensures the safety of pedestrians at the intersection of
Blakely and Hammond. Achieving the same density with a Duplex form and two secondary suites,
would create 2 driveways, one of which would be closer to the intersection; this would reduce the
overall safety of pedestrians and children walking home from school. As a mother and urban
planner, I share your concern and believe that safety is paramount in neighbourhoods such as yours.
Safety was one of the primary concerns around the project and has been thoughtfully considered in
this latest proposal.

OCP. Our previous proposal was based on Council's vision outlined in the draft Official Community
Plan; this plan designated properties located at the Blakely and Hammond Intersection as Village
Infill. As a result, we were asked to incorporate commercial units, which we did at the time. We have
since eliminated live-work space from our plans, in response to Council’s and our
neighbours' concerns.

Respectfully submitted for your consideration.

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact:
Carola Alder
CityState Consulting Group Ltd.
M: 778-242-8221  
T: 778-355-5399
www.citystate.ca

tel:778-242-8221
tel:778-355-5399
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.citystate.ca&d=DwQFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=eXdBPCF3UJODfw-FFrn81z1fQ6RePnj_1NWgGFfH6B4&m=joN4EjhaR3wZCe0uMAcxXiR-gcECy4465ytnyOsR6Jc&s=ws97FdS2cv72rCAhVVQlTtf5wHoE7SiKLkTAtW27JPo&e=


From:
To: publichearing
Subject: September 21, 2021 Public Hearing Submission
Date: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 1:33:15 PM

WARNING: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links, open
attachments or reply, unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Attention Mayor and Council
??
We are writing in regard to the development at the corner of Hammond and Blakely. We think this
unit as presented by CityState is an improved proposal for this lot although higher and denser than
we would have liked.?? We do hope that they carry through with all things shown in regards to
landscaping.
??
Our main concern is that on page 1 of the 3 page Pre-Public Hearing Public Consultation flyer (that
we requested from City State) it shows three parking spaces on Hammond Road in front of the
fourplex. We would like to suggest to council that these parking spots are too close to the
intersection and will impede traffic flow and cause increased backups and traffic congestion if
allowed. We question the comments of the Project Traffic Engineer (as shown on a one page sheet
handed out at the door) that the ??? intersection will still continue to perform as well as it currently
does???.?? Parking will indeed ??affect the performance of this intersection and we need to make
sure it is as safe as possible. This is a busy intersection, especially during school hours when ??there
is increased vehicle and ??pedestrian traffic, many of them young children.
??
Thank you for considering our suggestions when decisions are being made on this proposed
development.
??
Sincerely
Joanne & Ian Bailey
11767 Blakely Rd.
40+ years at this residence
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From:
To: publichearing
Cc: Bill Dingwall; Tracy Miyashita; Bob Meachen; Gwen OConnell; Nicole MacDonald; Mike Hayes; Anena Simpson;

Mark Roberts; Mark Roberts
Subject: September 21, 2021 Public Hearing Submission
Date: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 2:38:53 PM

WARNING: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links, open
attachments or reply, unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Mayor and Council,

I am writing with concerns about the Agenda item

Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw Amendments Application for 11812 and 11816 Blakely
Rd

I am wondering if this proposed development will overlook the existing house to the North. The
pictures that were included in the Staff report do no show clearly if the existing house will be
overlooked by the proposed development.

The DRAFT OCP speaks to this issue and these quotes are indicative of the City’s perspective on the
issue of overlooking. “Privacy should be carefully considered. Landscaping, windows, decks and
balcony placement should respect the privacy of adjacent properties and units by means of careful
orientation, offset of placement between units and the use of privacy screening to prevent
unnecessary visual intrusion.” “Respect the privacy of adjacent neighbours by trying to minimize
overlook and shadowing impacts.”

I believe that if the City’s DRAFT OCP speaks to this issue, then the question of overlooking should be
addressed before the proposed development is passed by Council.

Sincerely,

Maureen Robertson
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